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What are TŻOs?

HV2112 – The Prototype Candidate

Sample Selection & Criteria

Candidate Results

1) Colour + magnitude cuts (Neugent+2012) to select
red + luminous stars in L/SMC (1152814 à 3337)

2) Gaia+18 to remove foreground stars (3337 à 2476)
3) V-band amplitude > 3 mag (2476 à 50)
4) Period > 400 days (50 à 38)
5) Double Peak Morphology (38 à 9) (8+HV2112)

ASAS-SN (Shappee+14, Kochanek+17) light curve of HV2112. Colours represent different
telescopes, squares are V-band, diamonds are g-band, triangles are upper limits. Light curve
features are highlighted.

Hypothesized by Thorne & Żytkow (1977), massive TŻOs
are Red supergiants with neutron star cores, formed
through common envelope evolution followed by NS
spiral-in, or by the SNe kicking the NS into the RSG. TŻO
are expected to photometrically resemble RSGs, but have
enhancements of heavy elements not present in RSGs
due to the strange internal structure. Spectroscopy is
needed for confidence in any discoveries, but finding TŻO
would give important constraints on binary evolution.

Located in the
SMC, Levesque et 
al. (2014) found it  
had spectroscopy 
consistent with 
that of TŻOs. 
Additionally: 
It has a dramatic 
light curve!
Can we find more?

Thorne-Żytkow
Object?
Further spectroscopic
analysis is needed,
however photometric
properties appear to
be consistent. Would
imply higher rate than
previously theorized
(Podsiadlowski+95).
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We combined ASAS-SN data with infrared observations from NEO-
WISE to construct SEDs with contemporaneous data. We fit those
SEDs to stellar atmosphere models to constrain T and L. Candidates
appear to be inconsistent with predictions for traditional RSGs, as
well as observed Mira properties. They are luminous and very cold!

ASAS-SN light curves of 4 of our 8 new candidates, labelled according the
Magellanic Cloud they belong to. Colours represent different telescopes, squares are
V-band, diamonds are g-band, triangles are upper limits.

Our candidates comprise 0.27% of our
sample of red + luminous stars. These
are rare objects! Plan to use IMF +
expectations for lifetimes to determine if
the number of candidates makes sense
for various populations of stars.

Extreme Mira?
Soszyński+09,11 found that 
there are 1667/352 Miras in 
the L/SMC. Would expect 5 
(LMC) and 1 (SMC) extreme 
outliers (outside 99.7% of 
population). Some of our 
candidates could be 
extreme outlier Miras, but
likely not all.

Super-AGB Star?
Could be most extreme 
of stars on AGB
branch? Would give 
important constraints on 
transition between giant 
and supergiant stars. 
We plan to compare our 
candidates to AGB
models.

We identified 8 new candidates with variability
properties similar to HV2112. 3 of them are in the
LMC, 5 of them are in the SMC. There are more in the
SMC despite the smaller population of total stars.
Possible metallicity dependence?
All light curves are shown on handouts!

(Below, Right) Luminosity vs Period diagram for
candidates in the SMC. The luminosity range of the
candidates are indicated by ovals. MESA evolutionary
tracks of expected RSG behavior are also plotted. The
candidates are inconsistent with expected periods for
RSGs. LMC plot shows similar behavior.

(Above, Left) H-R Diagram for candidates in the SMC, with T and L ranges indicated by ovals.
MESA evolutionary models of RSGs with masses are indicated. A sample of ASAS-SN Miras were
analyzed with the same method and are also indicated. The candidates are inconsistent with
expectations for RSGs and the observed Mira properties. LMC HRD shows similar behavior.

(Left) Magnitude vs Period diagram. Our candidates and
Mira variables from ASAS-SN (Jayasinghe+18) are
indicated. The shaded region contains 99.7% of Miras.
The candidates are brighter in V-band and have
longer periods than the vast majority of Mira variables.

Will be doing spectroscopic follow-up 
of these candidates - stay tuned!

Download 
this poster!


